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Carrier-induced ferromagnetism in wide-gap transparent conductive oxides has been widely discussed
and debated, leading to confusion and skepticism regarding whether dilute magnetic oxides exist at all.
We show from density-functional calculations within a band-gap corrected approach that ferromagnetic
Cr–Cr coupling can be switched on and off via electron doping in the wide-gap transparent n-type
conductive oxide In2 O3 . We show that (i) Cr does not produce in In2 O3 any free electrons and renders the
system an insulating paramagnet. (ii) Extrinsic n-type doping of In2 O3 :Cr via Sn produces free electrons,
whose concentration is controllable via the oxygen partial pressure. Such additional carriers stabilize a
strong long-range Cr–Cr ferromagnetic coupling.
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The prediction of a high Curie temperature in Mn-doped
ZnO [1] has set off an avalanche of both experimental and
theoretical works following this prediction (see, e.g.,
Refs. [2 –6]) as well as a wide debate on the validity of
the above works [7–10]. Interest in 3d transition impurities
in In2 O3 covering the entire row from Sc d0 to Cu d8 arose
because of the hope of both improving electron conductivity and inducing ferromagnetism. Whereas ferromagnetic signals have been observed in V, Cr, Mn, Fe,
Co, and Ni containing In2 O3 samples [4,11–18], and theoretically predicted [5,6], more recent experiments have
suggested that Cr, Mn, Fe, and Ni in In2 O3 are paramagnetic down to cryogenic temperatures [7,10]. Theoretically, ferromagnetic coupling between dilute 3d transition
impurities (below the bare ion percolation threshold) in
oxides has been rationalized by the bound magnetic polaron model [2], which invokes the interaction between the
electronic states of the localized 3d impurity and those of
an extended host structural defect (e.g., oxygen vacancy)
leading to an extended hybridized state. However, calculations [8] show that since the oxygen vacancy in such
oxides only induces a deep and localized level, the corresponding polaron state cannot lead to extended magnetism.
What was not considered, however, is the fact that 3d
impurities can generally assume different charge states
[19], and that the charge state can be controlled by manipulating the Fermi level through doping. This means of
Fermi level control is particularly important in oxides like
In2 O3 or ZnO, in which free-electron concentrations up to
1021 cm3 can be achieved via structural defects as well as
doping by suitable electron donors, e.g., Sn in In2 O3
[20,21]. The possibility of ferromagnetism in oxides due
to charged 3d transition impurity states has been hardly
explored.
In this Letter, we first calculate the range of possible
charge states of Cr impurities in In2 O3 , and determine
which charge states correspond to partially occupied gap
levels and could lead to ferromagnetism. Finding that none
of the charge states of Cr stable within the band gap have
0031-9007=08=101(2)=027203(4)

these properties, we study the effect of degenerate n-type
doping on In2 O3 :Cr. It is noteworthy that, in predicting the
stable Cr charge states within the entire band gap, we
cannot rely on the standard local density or generalized
gradient approximation (GGA) that place the host conduction band too low in energy, contributing to a band-gap
underestimation of 2 eV [20]. This unphysical downward
sagging of the host conduction band can lead to an incorrect occupancy of 3d levels [22,23], which in turn leads to
an incorrect description of magnetic 3d–3d interaction, as
discussed below. We therefore employ a host band structure corrected approach [23] to assure a physically correct
description of the occupancy of 3d levels in In2 O3 . Second,
we use a thermodynamic theory that considers a full range
of intrinsic defects in In2 O3 as well as the effects of
Sn doping, thus realistically predicting the free-electron
concentration as a function of growth parameters pO2 and
T. This allows us to predict the effect of electron doping on
Cr–Cr magnetism. We find that electron doping leads to
Cr–Cr ferromagnetism, while nonconductive samples are
paramagnetic. We predict the electron concentrations required for optimal ferromagnetic properties.
In order to correct host crystal band structure, we add,
within the PAW method [24], nonlocal external potentials
VT;‘ to the effective Kohn-Sham potentials, depending on
the atom type T and the angular momentum ‘ [23]. The set
of potential parameters (given in eV), VIn s  10:5, VIn p 
0, VO s  6:4, and VO p  2:0, together with the
GGA  U parameters UIn d  5:5 and J  1:0, are empirically determined such as to fit multiple target band
structure properties of the host In2 O3 [25]. While these
individual parameters are not necessarily unique, they
~
combine to produce a k-dependent
upward shift of the
oxide conduction band, mostly achieved by a repulsive
potential on the In s orbitals. For the Cr impurity, we
determined UCr d  2:6 and J  1:0 to reproduce the correct thermochemical stability of CrO2 and Cr2 O3 , according to Ref. [26]. Total-energy band structure calculations of
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In2 O3 in 80 atom supercells, where one or two In atoms are
replaced by a Cr atom, are carried out using the projector
~
augmented-wave method [24] and a 3  3  3 k-point
sampling mesh.
 one
In the bixbyite structure of In2 O3 (space group Ia3),
quarter of the In atoms (Wyckoff position b, denoted  in
the following), are located inside an oxygen tetrahedron
with equal In–O distances, and three quarters of the In
atoms (Wyckoff position d, denoted ), are located inside a
more distorted octahedron with three different In–O distances. The isolated Cr0 shows (center column in Fig. 1) a
fully occupied majority spin t3 level in the lower part of
the band gap and an empty e0 level resonant slightly above
the conduction band minimum Ec . All minority spin levels
are unoccupied. Thus, in the t3 configuration each Cr atom
induces a net magnetization of 3 Bohr magnetons. The
occupied Cr0 gap levels can be ionized to Cr (t3 !
e2 a0 , left column in Fig. 1), giving a deep donor with a
transition energy at "0=  Ec  2:9 eV in the lower
part of the band gap. This is calculated from total-energy
differences for charge states q and q0 as
"q=q0  
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and negative charge states (but not the neutral state)
undergo a Jahn-Teller distortion and level splitting shown
in Fig. 1.
Partial occupancy of 3d levels can drive ferromagnetism
[27], as is illustrated in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b). Here the a
levels of two isolated Cr atoms, Cr1 and Cr2 interact and
split into bonding (ab ) and antibonding levels (aa ), as seen
in the Cr–Cr density of states in Figs. 2(c) and 2(d). Partial
occupancy of the isolated Cr a [Fig. 2(a)] leads to preferentially occupying the lower energy bonding level, and
thus lowering the total energy, whereas full occupancy of
the isolated Cr a [Fig. 2(b)] leads to equal filling of the ab
and aa levels and thus no energy gain. A similar mechanism was shown to stabilize the ferromagnetic interaction
between the partially filled Cr t1 and Mn t2 levels in GaAs,
whereas fully occupied Fe t3 (or empty V t0 ) levels in
GaAs exhibit no ferromagentic coupling [27]. Thus, for the
fully occupied Cr t3 levels of the charge neutral Cr0 in
In2 O3 , such a mechanism predicts no energy gain from
ferromagnetic coupling. Figure 3 shows our calculated
pairwise ferromagnetic stabilization energy
FM R  EFM R  EAF R

(1)

Since "0= is far below Ec , ionizing this donor does not
occur thermally and requires p-type doping, which is unlikely, as In2 O3 is naturally n-type even without external
doping [20]. Upon degenerate electron doping (e.g., via
heavy Sn substitution), however, it is possible to occupy
the e resonance inside the conduction band, and form the
negatively charged Cr state at "=0  Ec  0:6 eV
(t3 e0 ! t3 a1 , right column in Fig. 1). Both positive

as a function of pair distance R, where EFM R and EAF R
are the total energies of ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic pairs, respectively, with the Cr–Cr distance R of up to
6 Å. As expected from the considerations above, in the
absence of external carriers (ne  0, Fig. 3) FM hardly
deviates (within a few meV) from zero, and thus only a
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FIG. 1 (color online). Electronic configuration of a single
substitutional Cr atom in In2 O3 in positively charged Cr1 ,
charge neutral Cr0 , and negatively charged Cr1 state. The
shaded areas denote the valence and conduction bands.
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FIG. 2 (color online). Energy level diagram for an interacting
Cr–Cr pair formed of atoms Cr1 and Cr2 with (a) partial
occupancy stabilizing a ferromagnetic solution and (b) full occupancy giving no energy gain from ferromagnetic coupling.
Density of states of an interacting Cr–Cr pair with
(c) ne  1021 cm3 and (d) 2  1021 cm3 free-electron carriers. The conduction band minimum Ec and Fermi level EF are
denoted with vertical lines as indicated. The solid line gives the
total density of states, and the shaded red (gray) area is the
projection on Cr d orbitals.
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FIG. 3 (color online). Ferromagnetic stabilization energy FM
as a function of Cr–Cr distance r. The distance is calculated with
the origin the octahedral Cr site. The black line denotes FM in
the absence of free-carriers (i.e., ne  0), while the green (light
gray), red (gray), and blue (dark gray) lines give FM with freeelectron concentrations of ne  1020 , 1021 , and 2  1021 cm3 ,
respectively.

paramagnetic response can be expected as indeed is experimentally observed [4,10].
To assess the possibility of ferromagnetism induced by
additional n-type doping, we consider the degenerate
Sn doping, where EF can be moved continuously within
the conduction band [20]. This leads to partial occupancy
of the nondegenerate Cr a level shown in Fig. 2. Next we
calculate self-consistently the thermodynamic Fermi level,
Cr electronic configuration, and electron concentration
from the interplay of electron producers and electron killers [20]. Here, we assume a Cr concentration of
6.25%, a Sn concentration of 3.125%, an equilibrium
temperature of 800  C, and the oxygen partial pressure
is treated as a variable. We find that even in the presence
of 6.25% of Cr, in oxygen-poor conditions (i.e., pO2 <
1010 atm), the free-electron concentration ne follows
closely the tin concentration (Sn  3:125%  1021 cm3
and ne > 0:8  1021 cm3 ). This ne 1021 cm3 indeed
leads to the partially occupied Cr a resonance inside the
conduction band, and roughly corresponds to the Cr elec0
tronic configuration t3 a0:5
 a . In an oxygen-rich (pO2 >
1 atm) environment, however, interstitial oxygen and indium vacancies form, both of which act as electron-killer
defects reducing the free-electron concentration to 3 
1020 cm3 , leading to a correspondingly lower occupancy
of the resonant Cr level.
We proceed by explicitly including the above calculated
thermodynamic electron concentrations ne in our supercell
(maintaining a uniform compensating background charge),
and calculate the ferromagnetic stabilization energy
[Eq. (2)] for different ne , as shown in Fig. 3. For small
free-electron concentrations ne 1020 cm3 no ferromagnetic coupling is observed, but as ne reaches 1021 cm3 —-
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half-filling the Cr a resonance [28] inside the conduction
band shown in Fig. 2(a)—a strong ferromagnetic interaction of FM 80 meV (corresponding roughly to a TC
of 310 K within a mean field approximation [29,30]) is

observed at the rather large Cr–Cr distance of R  5 A.
Further increasing the electron concentration to ne  2 
1021 cm3 , fully occupying the Cr a level, we find a
significant decrease in the ferromagnetic stabilization energy, as expected from the model in Fig. 2(b). This mechanism is further confirmed by the densities of states shown
in Figs. 2(c) and 2(d), where indeed, the identified ab and
aa levels are filled as predicted from to the model shown in
Figs. 2(a) and 2(b).
The electron-induced ferromagnetic coupling in
In2 O3 :Cr is similar to the hole-induced coupling in
GaAs:Mn [31], showing a strong directional dependence
of FM , as observed also for the Mn–Mn interaction in
GaAs:Mn [27]. Like for the Mn–Mn interaction in
GaAs:Mn, this directional dependence is of chemical origin, and thus beyond simple RKKY like models. However,
unlike Mn in GaAs, Cr in In2 O3 does not have the dual
nature of carrier-producer and magnetic element, and
therefore an external electron source is required to produce
both charge-carriers and a partially filled Cr a level.
Interestingly, even though the Cr a level is rather localized
and singly degenerate, it can be partially filled, as under
degenerate doping conditions, the resonances in the low
(shallow) effective mass conduction band can be filled
continuously. In contrast, the heavy valence band mass in
GaAs does not allow to move the Fermi level significantly
inside the continuum of valence states through acceptordoping. Therefore partial occupancy of states resonant in
the valence band is usually not possible.
Finally, to consider the possibility of magnetism via the
bound magnetic polaron model [2], we explicitly include
oxygen vacancies in the FM calculation. We find that
unlike what has been suggested earlier [4], the oxygen
vacancies do not enhance ferromagnetic coupling.
Indeed, we calculate that increasing pO2 during growth
leads to compensation of the free carriers due to the formation of interstitial oxygen and indium vacancies [20].
This is why experimentally the samples lose their metallicity, and thus also the partial filling of the Cr resonance
inside the conduction band, leading to the disappearance of
ferromagnetism. The reported tuning of ferromagnetism
via modifying oxygen partial pressure during growth [4]
supports our model described above. Notice that the freeelectron concentration in the ferromagnetic samples is
close to half of the Cr concentration —in Ref. [4] the Cr
concentration is 2%  6  1020 cm3 , and a high Curie
temperature is observed with ne  3  1020 cm3 . Thus,
in the degenerate doping regime the carrier electrons, not
depending on their source, cause the partial occupancy of
the Cr resonance inside conduction band, leading to
ferromagnetism.
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To conclude, we have shown, based on a band-gap
corrected total-energy functional that In2 O3 doped with
Cr is a ferromagnetic semiconductor, where the ferromagnetism can be turned on and off by tuning the carrier
concentration via external doping. As a dielectric insulator,
in the absence of free carriers, In2 O3 :Cr is paramagnetic,
whereas in the degenerate doping regime, In2 O3 :Cr aligns
ferromagnetically. The onset of ferromagnetism occurs as
the free-electron concentration reaches half of the Cr concentration. For these Cr and free-electron concentrations a
Curie temperature around room temperature could be
expected.
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